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By HARRY W. LAIDLER, PH.D.

Executive Director, League fo r
I ndustrial Democracy

L. 1. D. Palllphlet Seri e '

LEAG 'E FOR INDUSTRIAL DEMOCRACY
112 East 19th Street, New York 3, N. Y.

PRIC E

2S

CL ' TS

FOREvVORD
Some years ago, the L.I.D. published a pamphlet by the writer
on The Federal Government and Functional Democracy. Recentl
there has been a vigorous deluand for the reprinting of this monograph, particularly among the nation's colleges, in which the subject
of the nationalization of our basic industries is beipg widely debated
and discus ed.
The League presents in the following page much of the material contained in its earlier pamphlet, adding considerable recent
important data now available in the nlany fields that are covered.
In general, the present pamphlet describes significant trends
to"", ard federal control and owner hip; analyzes the need for further
advances in collective controls, e pecially in the areas of our public utilities, natural resources and social services, and sets forth a
program for the democratization of these controls. It seeks likewise
to refer the reader to the vast field of literature on thi important
subject.
H.W.L.
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TOWAR D NATIONALIZATION OF INDUSTRY

By

HARRY

'!\T.

LAIDLER,

PH.D.

Executive Di1-eclor, L eagu e for Industrial Democracy

One of the outstanding questions before the American people
today is whether they should work for the increase or the decrease
of the powers of the federal government over the economic and
ocial life of the country.
One school of thought see in every increa e in federal power
a step toward bureaucratic control of politics and industry. A
second group heralds each advance in federal control a a gain
toward a more efficient democracy in an age of mighty technological developments and of vast industrial enterprises. A third
group carefully studies each increase in the power of the national
government and pronounces that step good or bad as it tends to
advance or detract from, the happiness and welfare of the people;
as it assists or retards the development of genuine democracy and
the finest development of the individual.
In the field of industry and of the social services, declares this
third group, increases of federal power may prove of the utmost
value to the millions of people within our gates and, under certain
well-defined conditions, may greatly strengthen the forces making
for a government "of the people, by the people and for the people."
The developments of our economic life have forced us constantly to change our attitude toward the power of the federal
governlnent. In the beginning of the republic, our economic life
was, for the most part, local and primitive. A large proportion of
the 4,000,000 people scattered throughout the thirteen colonies
were farmers. The majority of these farmers made their own homespun clothing, their tallow candle , their rude furniture . They
produced their own food, and, in cooperation with their neighbors,
built their own houses. Others of the population in the late
eighteenth century were engaged in fishing, in fur trading, in comInerce, in handicraft. The number of manufacturers were few and
their staffs of workers small. l\1arkets were, for the most part, local.
3

Outside of the large plantations of the South, the revolutionary
period was an age of "rugged individualism."

The Arrival of Big Business
Since then we have developed into a nation of forty-eight
states, containing 150,000,000 people, nearly forty times the population of Washington's day. Our small towns have grown into
enormous cities. Our markets have become national and international. ' IVe can now span the continent "with lightning speed.
Our businesses have evolved, to a large extent, from small shop:)
into giant corporations, many of them monopolies and semimonopolies.
In the field of natural resources, one corporation owns one-haH
to two-thirds of the iron ore resources of the United States. One
company possesses most of the bauxite used in the making of alumInum. Four corporations . control the majority of our copper
resources and over four-fifths of the copper produced. Eight corporations, intimately connected with the railroads, own title to
eighty per cent of the anthracite coal. And so the story goes.
Among our public utilities, one corporation controls a practical
monopoly of the telephone business and another of the telegraph
business of the country. Great holding an9. investment ~orpora
tions control much of our electrical industry, while a major part of
the mileage on the nation's railways is directed by a handful of
large railroad systems and banking groups. One, two, three and
four overlords of industry control more than half of the business
in many of our manufacturing industries, while a few large banks,
centering in New York, possess an enormous influence over the industrial structure of the country. (1) In 1947, according to the
Federal Trade Commission, 113 corporations with assets of ' 100,000,000 or more, possessed 46 per cent of the productive facilities
owned by all manufacturing cOIl1panies, corporate and non-corporate. Thus 1/ 100 of I per cent of all manufacturing corporation
controlled nearly one-half of the productive manufacturing wealth
of the United States. (2)
"No stretch of the imagination", declares the Committee on
Economic Concentration," is required to foresee that if nothing
4

is done to check the growth of concentration, either giant corporations will ultimately take over the country, or the government
will be impelled to step in and impose some form of direct regulation in the public interest." (3)
Accompanying this development, we in the United States have
witnessed the magic of machine production on a scale hitherto
unknown. We have long been in the electrical age and are on the
threshold of the atomic age. Our power to create the good things
of life has advanced so rapidly that if we but utilized to the full our
productive resource~ and distributed equitably the products of
industry, we could assure to all useful workers and their families
the necessities and many of the comforts of life. (4)

Pove1·ty and Inequality

The living standards of our people have, on the whole, greatly
advanced since the dawn of the century. But our giant combines,
our mighty machines, our vast mineral and pm,v er resources, and
our new techniques of administration and research, have failed
to abolish poverty; have failed to elirninate mass unemployment
and economic insecurity; have been accompanied by vast economic
wastes, and great and unjust inequalities in income and in economic power.
In 1948 one-eighth of the spending units of the country (families and single individuals) received, after taxes, less than ' 1,000
a year; one-third, less than 2,000; nearly three-fifths, less than
$3,000, and nearly three-fourths, less than :, 4, 000-and this a t a
time '" hen it was estimated that the average American family of
four should secure around 3,000 a year in order to ensure to its
members a standard of health and decency. C)
In that year (1948), the one-tenth of the people in the lowest
income brackets received, after taxes, but one per cent of the total
money income of the nation. The poorest three-tenths obtained
but ] 0 per cent, while the highest 10 per cent received nearly 30
per cent of the country's incom.e. Thus every unit among the
highest income group received on the average abo ut thirty times
more than the average consuming unit among the lowest one-tenth,
as follows: (6)
5

Share of Total Nloney IncOlne Received by each Tenth
of the Nation's Spending Units (1948) -After
Federal Income Tax
Spend ing u n its ran k ed trom
lo west to highest incom e
Lowest tenth
Second tenth
Third tenth
Fourth tenth
Fifth tenth
Sixth tenth
Seventh tenth
Eighth tenth
Ninth tenth
Highest tenth

Percen t of Total Nloney Inco me
afte r Federal income tax.
4
5
7
8
9
10

12
15
29

Much of the income obtained by those in the highest income
brackets was obtained not as a result of intellectual and manual
labor on the part of the recipients, but as a result of ownership
of land and capital, and the receipt of rent, profit and interest.
Under our present corporate set-up, a person may own a thousand
shares of stocks in a corporation. He may have inherited these
shares. He may never have seen any part of the corporation in
operation; he may live thousands of miles away from its office;
he may know nothing about its products. He may be a baby in
arms or an imbecile in a sanitarium, but as long as the corporation
makes and distributes profits, he receives an income, irrespective of
any exertion on his part.
On the other scale of the economic ladder, a person might
work for wages every working day during the year, and yet receive
less than is necessary to provide for himself and his family proper
food, clothing and shelter. Under a system where the basic industries of the country are privately owned and run primarily for
profit, therefore, much of the income of its wealthiest citizens
bears little or no relation to their industry, ability, or productivity.
6

Economic Insecurity
The present trust and combine stage of our national economy
has been accompanied likewise by tremendous economic insecurity.
From 1885 to 1929, there were 14 business cycles, each with their
upward and downward curves. Sometimes the downward plunges
of business led to comparatively mild depressions. Sometimes they
brought the nation face to face with severe periods of hard times
such as those witnessed in the panics of 1893, 1907, 1914, and 1921.
During the twenties there were those who declared that, somehow or other, the big business era was solving the problem of unemployment and insecurity, and that, if the federal government
only continued to follow the policy of non-interference with business, the full chicken pot, the full dinner pail and even the full
garage would be the lot of everyone willing and able to do his
share in the nation's industries.
But hardly had the advocates of this doctrine of laissez faire
under a semi-monopolized industrial system convinced themselves
that this happy state of economic security was about to be achieved,
than orders for new goods began to shrink, factories began to close,
and we found ourselves face to face with the greatest industrial
depression in the nation's history. Way back in the seventies there
was an economic depression which lasted five year. The depression
originating in the summer of 1929 was still haunting the nation in
the beginning of the forties. During the intervening period, anywhere from 8 to 15 million men and women were jobless, while,
in 1940, the army of the unemployed was around 8 million. In late
1938, it was estimated that the depression had cost the people of the
country during the period 1929 to 1938 no less than three hundred
billion dollars.
Preparation for war, and war and its immediate aftermath led
again to a period of comparatively full employment, but four
years after the end of '!\Torld War II the number of unemployed
had increased to around 4 million.

Economic Wastes
The nation's economic development under private control
has been accompanied by great economic wastes. In our natural

7

resources, these 'wastes have been indeed startling. The National
Resources Board in 1934 described in detail some of them. It maintained that in that year in one field in Texas alone a billion cubic
feet of natural gas was being blown into the air daily. "That is
gas enough," it maintained, "to supply the United Kingdom twice
over. It is forty times as much gas as all the Scandinavian countries
use together. It is almost enough to supply every householder in
the United States now consuming either natural or manufactured
gas. The only use made of this particular gas is to strip it for the
tiny fraction of gasoline which it contains, and this at a time when
the supply of gasoline from other sources is already so great that
measures to limit production are thought to be necessary. Similar
wastes, though fortunately on a smaller scale, are going on in other
gas fields and in other industries." (7) The 1948 Annual Report
of the Department of Interior (p.9) estimated that the annual
national loss of natural gas at that time was equal to "two-thirds
as much electrical energy as all of our water power sources combined."
Vast economic wastes have also resulted from the unplanned
exploitation of the mineral, forest, oil and water resources of the
nation.

Regimentation
The development of our system of private industry, furthermore, has been accompanied by attempts at autocratic controls
of economic, political and social relationships by owners and managers of our giant industries.
J..Jany of our great leaders of industry who have constantly
and bitterly opposed the extension of federal power and nationalization on the ground of "reginlentation", for years spent much of
their time in an attempt to regilnent their own labor forces and,
through the use of the spy systenl, armed guard, police, constabulary, militia, injunctions and blacklists, to prevent the worker
under them frOln exercising their Alnerican right to organize and
to bargain collectively. () Laws passed during the thirties have
made illegal many of the e practices, but ruthless and undemocratic procedures in labor relations are still resorted to in industry
8

after industry by the possessors of economic power. These same
leaders have sought to control and regiment political organizations,
the press, the platform, the pulpit, the school and university in
the city, the state and the- nation.
The industrialists of the nation have frequently kept prices
high and rigid, have kept wages down, have constantly chiseled on
quality (9) and have run their businesses not for the service of the
many but for the profit of the few. In many instances they have
sought to involve the country in international conflict with a view
of safeguarding their investments abroad.
As a means of alleviating some of these evils, the federal government has established large numbers of regulatory agencies, and
has itself become the owner and manager of many services formerly
controlled by profit-making businesses. (10)
Should these pm·vers be extended or dismissed? If they should
be enlarged, in what fields and in what ways?
There are today a number of spheres of activity where an extension of federal powers would assist materially in eliminating
the evils found under our big business economy, and in strengthening the forces making for a more democratic and secure social order.

Our Forests
Federal control should be extended in the field ·of our natural
resources, largely with a view of conserving for future generations
the rich treasures which have in the past been such a large factor
in the industrial development of the nation. Our forests should
be brought far more completely than at present under federal administration. We have made a start in public forest management.
In 1891, the President of the United States was empowered to set
aside public domains as forest reserves. As the late Robert Marshall declared, this "was the first time that the government seemed
to have conceived it possible to do anything with its land aside
from giving it away." (11)
During the next 15 years, Presidents Harrison, Cleveland,
lVIcKinley and Roosevelt set aside 150,000,000 acre of public domain land for federal forest reserves. Under President Theodore
Roosevelt, an attempt was made to place the national fore ts under

9

a scientific forestry management. Political appointees were graduall dropped and men with an intimate knowledge of forestry were
put in their place. Since Theodore Roosevelt's days, additional
millions of acres have passed in the hands of the government and
in 1948 the national forests contained about 30 per cent of the
volume of standing timber in the country. (12)
The Copeland Report in the thirties recommended that 234,000,000 acres be acquired by the public. (13) ·The National Resources Board in 1934 urged that, by 1960, the federal forests be
increased by 118,000,000 acres, and that the state forests be ~ug
men ted in size by 60,000,000.
"Since the creation of the nations's forests [declared this Board, in
explaining in part the reason for this recommendation] there has been
little progress in placing forest lands under organized management. Most
of the lands that have been placed under such management are publicly
owned forests. Privately owned timber lands continue to be destructively
exploited, and local forest bankruptcy, stalking upon the heels of 'boom'
conditions created by rapid liquidation of forest capital, has been, and
continues to be, a drastic reality for hundreds of communities in the
forest regions. Not only is timber unduly sacrificed under such exploitation, but recreational, wildlife, and watershed value are destroyed or
eriously impaired. The aftermath is millions of acres on which growing
stocks are so depleted that public acquisition and management offer the
only means of restoring the forests to a productive condition . Nor is
ound forest practice being applied voluntarily to extensive stands of
volunteer second growth as they reach maturity. . . (Italics ours) .
"Public ownership is recommended for forests badly· depleted by
mismanagement or otherwise not amenable to profitable operation in
private ownership, and for forests in which the public has a special interest for recreation watershed protection, or the stabilization of local
economic conditions."14
"It is probable that our national security and welfare [declares tbe
Chief of Forest Service] will eventually require a considerable expansion
of public forest ownership. There are certain lands where acute problem
of watershed protection or other vital public intere ts make public acquisition and management a virtual necessity."15

In urging additional public ownership and control, the National Resources Board not only called attention to the ruthless
,vaste under private management of a rich natural resource, but
to the insecure employment of the forest worker, to fiscal disorganization, and to the tragic condition of many a community in
the neighborhood of devastated forest land. "The present system
of exploitation of those forests," the Board maintained, "pays low
10

wages to workers, offers little assurance of permanent employment,
and destro values upon which continued production and continued employment depend." The forests of the country, under
private 01', nership, are, furthenuore, cut down faster than they
are restored. From 1909 to 1945 the total stand of saw tiluber in
the United States decreased fronl 2,826 thousand million board
feet to 1,601 thou and million, a drop of 44 per cent. (16)
Public 0'" nership and operation, on the other hand, would
guarantee cientific forest nlanagement. The Chief of Forest Service in 1948 declared that, although, in recent years, a nUluber of
private owners of forest land have done a better job of forest
nlanagement, only 8 per cent of all timber-cutting practice on
private lands can be classed as good. "Twenty-eight per cent is
fair. Sixt -four per cent is poor or destructive. Private forest-land
resources as a whole are on the down grade. Timber is not being
grown as fa t as it is being used ... many forest lands are seriousl
deteriorating from a watershed standpoint."
Public m nership would guarantee better fire protection. In
fire protection the public is many times as efficient in protecting
its land a are private owners. (17) Public ownership would furthermore mean a better deal for the workers and more employment
during periods of depression.
Finally, increased public ownership, with its resulting conservation practices, would assist the nation in its battle against erosion and would help to equalize stream flow and check floods, to
teluper the yelocity of winds, to provide a habitat for wild life,
and to enlarge the recreational and aesthetic opportunities of the
people. Many students of forestry maintain that all of our forests
should be owned and managed by the public. Whether any large
tracts of forests should or should not be left in private hand, the
argument for a great increase in the ownership of forests by the
federal and state governnlent, and the enlargement of public
regulation 0 er lands operated by profit-making corporation, i
overwhelming.
Coal

The arne thing is true, to a greater or less extent, in connec- .
tion '" ith our other natural resources. Bituluinous coal nline
11

should be brought under the control of the federal government.
Under private exploitation of the soft coal resources of the nation
there has been tragic '" aste of an invaluable resource. In the
United States, according to the careful investigations of the United
States Bureau of lVlines and the United States Coal Commission,
the average loss of coal in the beds that were worked a few years
ago was 35 per cent! About 20 per cent loss, it was estimated, could
have been avoided if the best known standards of efficiency had
been used in all Inines. "This Ineant," declared the National Reources Board, "that the avoidable loss amounted to 150 nlillion
tons a year, left behind under conditions that virtually prevent its
being recovered." In tenns of energy, that loss during the Inidthirties was equivalent to twice the production of natural gas in
the United States. e ' )
The condition of the industry under private control has long
been chaotic. "The coal industry," relnarks the Fortune magazine
(l\tJarch, 1947, pp. 85, 87), "relnains unprofitable, unprogressive,
and demoralized. It does its day's v.rork with such backward inefficiency that it cannot feed its own self well. ... It is a laggardeconomically, socially and technically." From 1923 to 1932, a total
of 4,802 bituminous Inines were shut down or abandoned. In the
large Inajority of these mines, valuable coal had been left, never
to be recovered. "The quantity of coal lost in these old workings
through collapse of roof, crushing of pillars and stulnps, or through
permanen~ isolation of old acreages of unmined coal is unknown,"
declared the Resources Board, "but must certainly run into hundreds of Inillions of tons. In the United States, we are prone to
ignore the loss in lnining because coal seems so abundant, but the
facts are that, while our reserves of lignite and low grade bituminous are indeed enornlOUS, we are exhausting our best bituminous coals at a rate that nlakes their . conservation a serious
national probleln. For example, with production at the 1929 rate,
the life of the nlagnificent Pittsburgh bed in Pennsylvania is limited to a hundred years, and the high grade portion of the sealn in
the gas and cokeing coal districts will be gone long before that. ( 9 )
"vVe are using up our richest and most available coal veins",
declared the Secretary of the Interior (A nrzual RepoTt) 1948, pp.
J 2-13), "and are running short of certain types, particularly those
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req uired for the production of coke for the Inanufacture of steel.
... Conservation is of the highest importance to the nation."
The mines of the country, Inoreover, under our present COlnFetitive regime, have stood idle most non-war years since the dawn
of the century a considerable part of each year, resulting in great
increases in the cost of mining coal. The United States Coal COlTIInission estimated some years ago that Inines worked four days a
week raised the cost of coal per ton from eight to nine per cen t,
while a three-day week meant an increase in the cost over full-time
operation of 25 per cent, and a two-day week, of 48 per cent. eO)
The chaotic cOlnpetition in the industry has meant insecurity
for the n1iners. While labor conditions have improved in recent
years as a result of trade union, employer and governmental action and the war and its aftermath, fundalnental evils in the industry still exist. The industry must be run wholly with a view
to production for service and not for profit, if the workers and public are to be ·properly safeguarded. That requires the nationalization and efficient and delnocratic operation of the Inines by a
Federal Bituminous Coal Corporation in the interest not of a
special group but of all of the people. ( 1 )
Anthracite coal is another resource which, in the interest of
the nation, should be owned and controlled by the Federal government. Today the great hard coal resources of the country are,
for the Inost part, as has been said, in the possession of eight great
corporate units. (22)
Oil

The waste in the exploita.tion of our oil resources likewise necessitates further federal control. Under competitive drilling of oil,
dozens, sometimes hundreds, of oil companies are often found on
the oil fields in the country feverishly engaging in extracting oil
frOln the ground not because it may be especially needed at the
tinle-it nlay be a drug on the market-but because the owners
·w ant quick return and fear that, if they do not bring the oil under
their leased land to the surface, it might be drained off by the
companies on adjoining lands.
Describing this situation in the Long Beach field in California,

In the hey-day of pre-war prosperit
the University of Kansas declared:

J

1929, Professor John Ise of

" In the Long Beach field, 630 wells had been drilled in October,
] 929, at an average cost of more than.lOO,OOO each. One-half this number of wells would have drained the field effectively, 0 there was a
wa te of at least .30,000,000 in this one field, in wells alone, in addition
to a heavy cost of tanks, pipe lines, loading facilities, refineries, pumping
tations, and other equipment made necessary by the rapidity with which
the field was drained." While in the Uni ted States as a whole, a total of
iSO,OOO wells were drilled, according to Professor Ise, at a cost running
into billions of dollars. A considerable share, perhaps half, of this mu t
be regarded as sheer wa te. 23
"Thus private ownership and exploitation," continued Professor Ise,
"have involved a tragic waste of an irreplaceable natural resource. Much
has been left in the ground; much of what was recovered has been
wasted in storage, by evaporation, fire and seepage; much of the more
,'aluable elements have been wasted in refining, in burning and in extravagant use in automobiles and otherwise.
" It is doubtful whether we have realized ten per cent of the utility we
might have recovered from the oil with reasonable ca r e a n 1 economy."

The National Resources Board brings to our attention 10
ources of great wastes in the competitive drilling and marketing
of oil," (24) the most striking and measurable waste being that
heretofore referred to, the blowing of gas into the air. "In 12
ears," declared the Board, "the quantity of gas known to have
been", asted was about one-third of that produced for commercial
use, and, in 1929-30, the heating value of gas wasted from the
Kettleman Hills field was equivalent to the expected output energy
of Boulder Dam during a like period." (25)
Such waste of a great resource, even though that resource were
inexhaustible, would be inexcusable from a national point of view.
Nature has been developing and conserving these resources for
millions upon millions of years and they should not be s'quandered
in a few years with a view of building up great fortunes for the
fe'. .·. They should be in the control of the community and conerved for the benefit of the community. These resolirce , however,
are not inexhaustible.
"The best estimates we have of proved crude oil reservesfrom the industry", declared the then Interior Secretary Krug (Annual Repo1·t ) 1948, p. 6), "place them at about 21 billion barrels ...
Many experts believe that we ha\ e va t unproven re erve , perhaps
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a much as four times the proven reserves. Even if thi were true,
we have only about two generation of dome tic crude oil supply
left." The ecretary added that half of our energy came from oil
and natural gas, "the most exhau tible and limited source of
energy."
The federal government. should likewi e increase its control
o er the nation's power resources. It has already m~de a good
beginning in the Tennessee Valley, at Boulder Dam, in the Columbia Basin, and in other parts of the land, but vast quantities of
our water power re ources are still running to waste. Dr. Isador
Lubin some years ago suggested the creation of a Federal Power
Corporation, which should have ownership not only of water
power, but of coal, oil, and natural gas, with the view of cOOl-dinating the efforts on a national cale of all of those indu tries which
generate power. Under the plan suggested, subsidiary corporations would be created to take charge of each field of power, with
the central corporation acting a a coordinating agency. (26)
Whether uch a plan i the best method of handling these reo
ource or not, logic and COlnmon ense demand that, as a 111eans
of conserving and fully utilizing our power resol1:rces for the comn10n good, the nation should assure increasing control in these
fields.
The people of the United States, through the federal government, should likewise pay greater attention to our water resources
in general, in an effort to develop more productive uses for these
re ources in connection with the nation's water supply, navigation,
irrigation, flood control, soil con ervation, reforestation and recreation. Federal as well as local effort in preventing soil erosion
i likewi e of the highe t importance. "There are", declares The New
Republic, "460 millions acres of good crop land in America. Each
year 500,000 acres are lost to u . Our rate of oil and fertility los
is gre4ter than that of any region save South Africa. Erosion by
wind and water takes 21 time as much plant food from the soil
as is removed by crops.
"At a time when an increasing population is pressing America
below the safe minimum of three acres for each citizen, 50 million
acres of our oil have been ruined; another 50 million seriously
damaged· another 100 million robbed of critical topsoil. Indiffer-
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ence to conservation, and overexploitation by large, profit-hungry
concerns, have left 8 million acres in the Dust Bowl "ready to
blow." Losses due to erosion, declar.es Stuart Chase, "are the direct
result of stripping the forest and grass cover from the slopes." (27)
Under the Soil Conservation Act of 1935, the major · part of
our farms and farmlands have been brought under some type of
conservation programs. However, because of inadequate funds for
the carrying out of these programs, conservation measures were
carried out in not more than 10 per cent of the conservation districts. Hugh Bennett, head of the Soil Conservation Service, estimates that a 20 year program is needed, with appropriations of
from $350 to $400 million a year, seven to eight times the present
appropriation.
The governlTIent ha started on the road toward the conservation of our natural resources. In 1933 a national survey estimated
that the government 01" ned 30 million acres of coal land, 500 thousand acres of phosphate, and large deposits of potash. It possesses 65
developed oil and gas fields, and water resources capable of generating 5 million horsepower. It should acquire further control of
these resources as the years go on and utilize them to the full for
the COl1l1UOn good. (Chase, GoveTnment in Business) p. 145) .
Rail1'oads

\ sinlilar increase in federal control should be made the order
of the day in the field of public utilities-our railroads, electrical
power, telephones and telegraphs.
The case for the nationalization of the railroads is a powerful
one. Such 0'" nership, in the first place, ·w ould make possible the
'cientific planning of the transportation industry for the entire
country. Today the railroads are in the hands of over a dozen
rnajor systelTIS and of hundred of smaller railroad corporations,
most of them working at cros purposes with each other. They
were a product, as President Roosevelt declared, of "haphazard
and hasty construction." The railroad lines extend like a crazy-quilt
throughou t the country. Seven lines run bet,,, een Chicago and St.
Louis, four of theiTI for a while bankrupt. Forty through-freight
route confront the lUY tified merchant who ·w ants to ship merchancli. e from Chicago to New York.
]6

For years the governlnent has been trying through its regula·
tive cOlnmissions to induce the railroads to bring order and economy out of chaos and waste, but to little avail. Only under governInent ownership can a sensible plan be worked out. Only under
such ownership can a foundation be laid for cooperation between
the railroad system and buses, water transportation, air lines,
trucks and other forms of transportation, a cooperation absolutely
essential to the health and welfare of the nation's transportation
ystem.
Public owner hip of railroads, in the second place, would
greatly reduce the cost of operation per unit of service rendered.
In the field of financial operations, government ownership would
make possible the gradual liquidation of the enormous intere t
charges on fictitious values. It V\ ould ensure the securing of new
capital at interest charges that would save the railroads 1l1illions
upon millions annually. It would relieve the railroads of the payment of huge comlnissions to financial houses. It '" ould cut down the
tremendous expenses sustained by the railroads in connection ", ith
bankruptcy proceedings.
Public ownership would, thirdly, reduce adlninistrative, a
'" ell as financial expenses. The Fortune Round Table conference
a while ago agreed that railroads' coordination of even a limited
character would reduce expense of railroads by between '~ 200,OOO , 000 and $3 00,000,000. Unified control under governlnent ' ownership would lnean inlmense savings in the joint use and moderni.za tion of hops, in the standardization of equipment, in the establish1l1ent of central re earch, administrative and purchasing agenci.es, in the discarding of unnecessary roads and railway stations,
in the elinlination of huge advertising, legal, sales and propaganda
expenses and in the reduction in the co t of regulation. \tVitnesses
before a Senate Committee charged some tilne ago that the raiht\ ay
associations from 1920 to 1936 spent on lobbying alone the sunl of
, ~ 187,000,000.

Governlnent ownership, in the fourth place, would lnean a
better deal for passengers, shippers, administrators and workers.
Shippers of coal, steel and other product for years bitterly complained of their inability to obtain cars when desired, and of the
ervice rendered theln after cars V\ ere secu reel. I twas es ti mated 111
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the thirties that wastage due to interchange of freight cars and to
unnecessary circuitous routing anlounted to hundreds of luillions of
dollars each year. Tens of thousands of passengers, complaining
of the road bed, the rate, and the cutting down of services, are
resorting to other means of transportation. These complaints under private ownership are of little avail. The railroads find it
difficult to obtain new capital except for new equipment. The
result is that they spent on luaintenance during the years 1929-40
an average of less than , 400,000,000 a year as compared with
around $800,000,000 annually during the five year period ending
in late 1929.
The result was that they were short in 1939, according to the
Railway A ge 20,000 locomotives and 900,000 freight cars a compared with 1914. Some improvement ha been witnessed lately
but it i spotty in character and utterly inadequate to nleet the
pre ent situation. In 1948, moreover, the average age of car wa over
20 years ; one-fifth of the e cars were over 30 years old. Only under
government owner hip will it be po sible to secure enough cheap
capital adequately to modernize the railroad system. Under such
ownership it will be possible 0 to adjust rates as to lead to the
fullest utilization of the railroads by the shippers and the general
public, and will we secure freedom, in the words of tile late Commissioner Eastman, from the "valuation nightmare."
J

Public ownership would con titute a gain not only for shippers
and passengers but for admini trators and workers as well. It would
relieve the admini trators of the necessity or directing one eye to
the intere ts of financial manipulators and railroad owners and
another to the interests of the railroad's customers.
Finally, government ownership would serve the interest of
democracy by taking this vitally necessary industry out of the grip
of a mass of holding companie and financial intere t intent on
profits and placing it in the hands of representatives of the 150,000,000 people in these United State ". Surely an industry on which
the health of the whole economic sy tern i so dependent should
not be the plaything of small groups of railroad magnate and
financiers. It should be wholly controlled by an agenc that i
respon ive to the wishe of the entire community. (29)
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Electricity

Silnilar argun1ents may be advanced for the public ownership
of our electrical power. The experiments by the federal governInent in hydro-electric power in the T.V.A., in Boulder Dam and
Columbia Basin, as I declared before, should be extended and the
city, state and federal governments should secure full control over
the electrical resources of the nation.
Public ownership of our electrical indu try, as of our railroad
industry, 'w ould make possibl~ a unified control of the industry
throughout the country. It '" ould lay the foundation for a coordination of the power industry in general. Public ownershipfederal, state and city-would avoid the high capital charges found
under private monopoly, with its large dividends on watered stock.
A study made some years ago by Dr. Charles H. Porter of the lVlasachusetts Institute of Technology revealed the fact, in l\II assachuetts, that for every dollar received by public plants, less than two
and one-half cents had to be set aside for the payment of capital
charges, '" hereas, in comparable private plants, not two and onehalf cents, but nearly 16 cents had to be paid out in the form of
dividends and interest. (30)
Public ownership of our electrical industry, as of our railroad
industry, would greatly reduce the overhead found under private
monopoly. Nowhere in public plants can be found uch huge
alaries as in private utilities. Under public ownership, it is inconceivable that the public plant would spend huge sums of
money in fighting against reduction of rates. The N ew York
Edison COlnpany paid out in a rate case some years ago five million
dollars in its fight against rate reduction. Private utilities spent
millions of dollars in their battle against the holding-cOlnpany
bill . (31)
Public ownership, furthermore, would relieve the government
of the corrupting and undemocratic influence of private monopolies and make for a better public service. "If we should adopt the
principle," declared the then Interstate Commerce Comn1issioner
Eastman, "that every government function shall be performed
directly by the state and shall not be farmed out to private enterprise, it is my sincere belief that the ultimate result would be to
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increase respect for the government and improve the character
of our public service." (32)
Public ownership under the T.V.A. has greatly reduced electric rates to the ultimate consumers. In 1949, the average of electricity to residential COnSU111erS served by T.V.A. power was 1.57 cents
as compared with a national average of 3.03 cents. (33) The federal
government, as well as the state and mlinicipal governments, should
safeguard consumers and producers by increasing its powers over
this important utility.
Cornmunicatiol1

The nation's telephones and telegraphs should likewise come
under public control. These industries are today practical monopolies. As I stated before, the American Telephone and Telegraph
System receives about $7 of every $8 spent for telephone service by
the people of the United States For years it paid annual dividends
equal to $9 a share of its oustanding capital stock. The report of
Paul A. Walker of the Federal Communications Commission, after an investigation of the A.T. and T . that cost the country $ 1,500,000, maintained that the rates were 25 per cent higher than
the situation warranted and that the "unncessarily high costs resulting frOln certain of the major policies of the Bell Systeln" were
to no small degree responsible for the then rate structure . (34)
Further enlargement of federal power has been urged in connection with many of our giant manufacturing corporations, with a
view to lower prices, better quality, improved labor standards,
greater economic security and equality, more de'mocratic control
over our industrial system and, during Inore recent days, to th
strengthening of our national defense. Further control of our
banking and credit system has like wi e been urged,
Social SecuTity

During recent years, students of social security have also reconunended an extension of federal control over our social security
sys tem. After years and years of agitation, '" e have at last inaugurated in this country a federal system of old age pensions. \ IVe
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have created a state system of unemployment insurance which
many experts claim should be converted into a federal scheme.
~Iany improveluents should be made in these system, and
luillions now excluded from them should be brought within their
scope.
The federal government should likewise increase its control
over the field of health. It should seek to organize a systelu of
health insurance and, in cooperation with cities and states, increasingly provide luedical and health services to the people.
Investigations indicate that the average worker is inadequately
taken care of when ill. Declared the Fedeyal Security Agency in
1948, "In 40 per cent of our counties, containing over 15 luillion
people, there are no acceptable general hospitals. Our public
health services are painfully understaffed, and, except in a few
more fortunate con1munities, can perfonu only a part of their prescribed functions . There are 40 million people living in areas which
still have no full-tilue local health officer.
"Moreover, the cost of adequate medical care puts it out of reach of
nearly half our population-those in families where the total income is
below $3,000 a year. For the most part these families can afford a doctor
only in extreme urgency. The cost of hospital care, for even a brief
period, cannot be fitted into the average budget, unless some method
of spreading the cost is available. Periodic checkups and preventive
Lreatment-the vitally important stitch-in-time-are, for the most part ,
within the reach of only the comparatively well-to-do.
"Beyond this, racial 'discrimination is an ugly fact not only in the
South, but in the northern areas of Negro concentration areas of Negro
concentration. The Negro constitutes one-tenth of our total population,
and his life expectancy at birth is 10 years less than that of ' wbite
lnan '."3.;

. Housing

Federal aid should likewise be given to housing for lower and
middle income groups. The federal housing acts of 1937 and 1949
have furnished a good foundation for shuu clearance and the
building of decent hon1es for the masses, but the situation is still
tragic. Five million fan1ilies still live in slLnus, shacks and firetraps. Two n1illion faluilies are doubled up in the crowded cities
of the country. Ten 111illion additional families live in hornes
without luini111u111 standards . (3G)
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The federal governnlent, for the sake of the health, the lTIorals
and the happiness of the people of these United States, mu t develop a public hou ing program on a much lTIOre exten ive cale
than hitherto. The over-all purpose of public legislation hould
be to provide 1.5 million units a year for the next ten year -"the
right kind of housing, at the right price, and in the right place." (37)
The government, in cooperation with cities and States, with
cooperatives and private enterprise, must continue it work of
housing America until every slum has disappeared.
The federal government should also conceive it its duty to
provide work for those unable to secure emploYlTIent in private
industry and to institute such useful public works as are necessary
to absorb the army of the unemployed. It should increase its po"", er
to eliminate child labor, to shorten hours of labor, to raise minimum wages. It should continue to expand its powers over industry
and finance until the wastes and gross inequalities and poverty are
a thing of the past and high living standards, economic security
and an equitable and abundant economy become the heritag-e
of the people of the land.

DemocTacy and Public Ownership
To these ends, democratic socialists urge the inauguration of
a cooperative society, under which the basic industries are publicly
owned and democratically managed for the COITIOn good. Under
such a social order, all industry would not be publicly owned. A
considerable section of industry would be left to volunta.ry cooperative groups. At present COnSUlTIerS' cooperation in nlany lands is
a powerful factor in the field of retail distribution. In the United
States, agricultural cooperatives are growing in numbers and influence. In intellectual production, we find today many non-profit
educational and cultural organizations. Under a cooperative commonwealth, a planned society, such as is vi ualized by socia Ii t , we
are likely to see exi ting side by side with publicly owned industry
many voluntary cooperative enterprises, particularly in the field
of retail distribution, agriculture and intellectual production. We
are also likely to see many privately owned enterprises, particularly
in agriculture, in small family and artisan concerns, and in new
fields of efforts.
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In sonle of these fields, a larger amount of coordination and
planning would be adopted than in SOlne others. It is essential
that society secure in anyone year a large enough quantity of
wheat, vegetables, milk, clothing and other nlaterials to feed, clothe
and shelter the population. There must be careful planning, say
socialists, as careful as the weather, international, natural, me chanicla and human relations will permit.
In various types of intellectual and cultural production, on
the other hand, no careful planning is possible or desirable. It is
impossible to plan to turn out in any particular twelve months'
period a particular number of sylnphonies or novels of lasting
merit, or paintings of an enduring nature, or to publish a specific
number of scientific contributions or <'1f original contributions to
econOlnic thought. As there would be planning in material production, there would be a certain amount of individualism in intellectual production. Some of this production might be the product of a public enterprise. Some of our intellectual production
might be controlled by voluntary cooperative groups and some
Inight be the product of private undertakings.
Such division of the field of socialized industry between public
and cooperative industry, say advocates of a democratic cooperative
system, would advance the cause of democracy, and greatly add to
the flexibility of the industrial structure of the cooperative comInonwealth. It would not be conducive to the best democratic
results if all of our publications were issued by public bodies. In
fact, under a planned ecotnomy, the individual and the voluntary
group-cultural, economic or political-must be given full opportunity to publish magazines, pamphlets and books, representing
their varied points of view and otherwise to educate or propagandize for their respective beliefs. This is essential to a democratic
Socialism and to any type of democratic social planning. Individuals and voluntary cooperative groups would likewise be able to
start new ventures under proper supervision by the public, and to
operate these ventures until the public should deem it essential to
transfer them to the community.
A further means of democratizing publicly owned industry is
to regionalize or localize public ownership as much as is consistent
with social efficiency. In the Province of Ontario, which has gone
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extensively into the business of supplying the population with
electricity at cost, the Province owns the hydro-electric generating
plants and the transmission lines that carry the electricity from
the plants to the municipalities, while the municipalities distribute electricity to the ultimate consumer at cost. In this distribution of functions, the Provincial H ydro-Electric Power Comlnission
enters into a partnership with the local distribution system. The
larger body does what it can do most effectively, namely generate
and translnit electrical energy. The smaller group-the municipality-comes ,into intimate touch with the conSUlners in its locality. ~luch decentralization of control is also observed in the
TVA. "Decentralizing the adnlinistration of government functions
that are clearly national lms been carried so far in this valley,"
says David E. Lilienthal, "that it is literally true that, whenever
there is a state or local institution which can perform part of the
task that has been assigned by law to the TVA, we have sought to
have that non-federal agency do it." (38)
One objection often raised to public ownership is that, under
it, all control would be centralized in the federal government.
This is no essential part of a socialized society. In many publicly
owned industries, partnerships could be created among federal,
regional, state and local groups, and, in these partnerships, each
unit could be permitted to perform those functions which it did
Inost effectively. The fact is that, in many an industry under public ownership, a greater amount of decentralized control might be
worked out than is now found in many of our Inonopolized and
semi-monopolized private enterprises.
If public ownership is to be truly democratic, furthermore,
each socially owned industry should be administered democratically. That does not Inean that the workers in each industry should
cOlnpletely control that industry, as syndicalists would urge. The
final control of a publicly owned industry should be in the hands
of society-as-a-whole. If the Ininers had cOlnplete administrative
charge of the Inining industry, they would be in a position to fix
prices and production quotas, boost wages out of line with the
workers in other industries, and exploit the consumers. In any
public industry, SOlne plan should be worked out which would
give each functional group adequate representation on administra-
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tive boards. The workers should be represented, since they are trernendously interested in the conditions under which they work.
The consumers should have a say in the development of policies,
since they are vitally interested in the quality, the volume and the
prices of the goods produced. The administrative and technical
staff sh~uld have a voice on the governing boards, because of their
expert knowledge of the industry. All these groups whose training
and interest give them a significant stake in the enterprise should
be given an adequate opportunity to be heard in the determinations of policies. One of the major means of making public ownership truly democratic is to adopt a system of democratic, of functional control of industry.
Of course the exact type of democratic control which should
be adopted would have to be worked out on an experimental basis
over a long series of years. The type of representation that might
be rnost effective in one industry or at one stage of industrial development might be far from satisfactory in another industry, or at
another period. As in ownership, so in control, under democratic
Socialism or any other democratically planned society, there would
be constant experimentation, constant change with the developing
years.
l\,l any opponents of public ownership ana of Socialism often
maintain that such ownership is bound to be dictatorial, since,
under a planned society based on public ownership, it would be
necessary for some central authority to determine how labor should
be distributed, and to cOlnpel labor to shift from one industry to
another. Such conlpulsion rnight have to be resorted to if every
worker in every industry received the same wage or salary and if
no nlaterial inducements could be given to employees to leave an
industry in which the denland for their services was srnall and to
proceed to another publicly owned industry which imperatively
needed them.
However, socialists and planners generally have never, as a
whole, urged absolute equality of pay for services rendered. Under
a democratic cooperative society, there would probably be a con-.
siderable range of compensation for manual and brain workers,
the actual wage or alary given depending partly on the ability
and productivity of the worker, partly upon his needs, and partly
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upon the demand on the part of ociety for the work which he v,-as
performing.
Where differences in cOlnpensation prevailed, it would be COlnparatively easy to induce worker to shift their positions by gi ing
them a larger income, by shortening their hours of labor or by
providing other material rewards, in addition to the Inore intangible rewards that prove so powerful an incentive to the average
worker. A certain limited gradation in service-income from a minimum to a maximum salary would eliminate the need for industrial
regimentation under public ownership and would make it possible
to plan the efficient di tribution of man-power among the indu tries of the nation in a democratic fashion.
Opponents of the government 0"\1\ nership of basic industries
have often attempted to frighten the timid consumer by hair-raising pictures of a fierce-looking dictator deciding just how many
suits of clothes and other consumables the average citizen should
buy, and eliminating the range of consumer choice which present
day consumers are supposed to have. Of course under public ownership consumer choice should be Inade as free as possible. In ordinary commodities and during ordinary times, the government
should Inerely try to chart the past trends in the field of consumer
demand, and, on the basis of past demands, decide how much of
various types of commodities should be produced in the immediate future. In the nature of the case, government agencies and voluntary groups and individuals should do their part to educate the
public regarding the value of certain commodities; to encourage
the purchase of socially desirable good and discourage the purchase of "illth," as Ruskin called it, instead of wealth. But all regimentation in this field of activity should be avoided. (39)
Opponents of national ownership have often assumed that
publicly owned industries would necessarily be conducted by departments of governments, and that the head of these industries, as
in the case of the United State Post Office, would be appointed
by the President becau,se of past, present or future political acti'ity
in behalf of the dominant party rather than because of his efficiency, industry and social vision. However, the tendency of the times
has been to form semi-autonomous public corporations outside of
the regular government departments. Such corporations have thus
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far shown great ffexibility and have been administered by luen
and women selected for the 11l0St part for their fitness for the job.
Such public corporations would probably be greatly increased in
nllluber as the people, through their governments, assumed increasing control over their own industrial life. As I stated above,
these corporations should be delllocratically controlled, with consumer, worker, and technician adequately represented on their
governing boards. Such public corporations should also, in a planned society, be represented on a national economic council organized with a view of coordinating the industrial life of the nation. (40)
Many opponents of increased national control and of public
ownership attack it on the ground that enlargements of public
function are necessarily accompanied by increases in political corruption. But an analysis of the political corruption of our day
will show that back of much of that corruption lie great, predatory private corporations, which are constantly seeking franchises,
contracts and various favors from the government. Public ownership would eliminate some of the most important causes of political corruption. Under public ownership of our electrical industry, for instance, we would not find our public officials going to
their own legislatures and bribing their legislators to pass legislation in favor of their own utilities. The cause of that type of political corruption would be abolished.
N or should critics of public ownership fail to realize that
great corruption exists in private businesses. The corrupting influence of such leaders of public utilities as the late Samuel Insull
and ~. S. Hopson is too well known to require comment.
However, under public ownership, as under private ownership,
eternal vigilance is the price of efficiency and honesty, as well as
liberty. Publicly owned industries do not run themselves and the
public must do everything possible, through the selection of the
right type of public officials, the installation of proper auditing
luachinery, the development of the luerit system and other controls,
to n1ake successful attempts at corruption increasingly difficult as
the days advance. (41)
Believers in the extension of national control and ownership
Inaintain (ignoring, for the tin1e being, the question of the imposition of a fascist or a comn1unist governn1ent upon a country) that
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any national effort on the part of a democracy which tends to
abolish unemployment and to make economic security a reality, at
one and the same time strikes a blow at dictatorship. They point
to the fact that the Scandinavian countries, Great Britain, New
Zealand and Australia, where a large degree of public ownership
exists under labor and social deluocra·tic governments, are among
the most democratic countries in the world-countries in which
neither fascist nor cOlumunist movements have been able to make
any headway.
Nevertheless, democrats who urge the extension of federal
powers also insist that this extension n1llst be accOlupanied by increasing control of our city, state and national governments by
useful workers of hand and brain. The governments of the country should, through the developluent of democratic techniques and
popular education and organization, be made increasingly responsive to the will of the COlumon luan.
The strict observance of the Bill of Rights should be insisted
upon. Freedonl of speech, of press, of asselubly, of religious observance, should be preserved and extended. All tendencies toward
dictatorial control should be resisted wherever they appear.
The old individualism is a thing of the past. Our unplanned,
senli-monopolized system has thus far failed to solve the problems
of poverty, of unjust inequality, of econOluic insecurity, of wanton
waste and autocratic economic controls. Increasing national, state
and city ownership and regulation are necessary to eliminate these
evils and make possible a secure and abundant civilization. Such
ownership-every step toward social planning-should be infused
with the spirit of deluocracy if freedom and the finest develo·pnlent
of personality are to be our social goals. l\ilillions are resolved to
do their part, through deluocratic social con troIs exercised by the
national, state and city governments, to eliminate present day evils
and to bring about an industrial order worthy of their highest
ideals. They are thinking increasingly in terms n<;>t only of the
welfare of the people of the nation but of the peace and ·w elfare
of the world.
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